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The beautiful Loch Lee, in Angus, just up the road from
Fife, was the location for our recent photoshoot, providing
a stunning backdrop for our Spring/Summer images.
Our photoshoots are a great opportunity for us to work
with both Highland gamekeepers and farmers and to see
first-hand that, through the generations, the Hoggs of Fife
brand is very much appreciated, by those that spend their
lives working the Scottish landscape.
For Spring Summer 2022, we have reintroduced a shortsleeved Tattersall Shirt, following strong demand, expanding
on the recent successes we have enjoyed with summer
shirts and polos. Our Kinross lightweight waterproof jacket
has had a refresh, then we see some new moccasin inspired
footwear lines, as we slowly expand our summer offer. The
addition of Midgie Nets to our accessories range is another
request driven by demand, more from staycationers, than
our working customer!

Thanks for supporting
a British Brand.

One of the lightest shooting jackets available at 700g and fully
waterproof and breathable, the Culloden is incredibly versatile.
Whether worn on a shoot or on a dog walk, it can be packed
away into its own pocket and easily carried, to protect you from
a downpour - but its such a good jacket, you’ll want to wear it all
the time!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester double cross ripstop
EN343 3:3 waterproof/breathable
Detachable hood
Mesh lining
Handwarmer pockets
Magnetic closure bellows cartridge pockets
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: CULJ
Sizes: XS-4XL
Colours: Fen Green, Navy

Mens

CULLODEN WATERPROOF TROUSERS

STRUTHER ZIP THROUGH JACKET

Packing away into it’s own pocket, our lightweight Culloden
trouser is waterproof, breathable and incredibly comfortable.
Easy to slip on and off, its ideal to have handy and easy to carry.
Perfect for a long day out in the British weather!

A stylish, modern look to this shooting jacket, 100% waterproof
with clean design lines and a waterproof, full length zip, help
make our Struther a great looking, tough jacket that performs,
whether its for a day on the moors, or a stroll in the local park.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester double cross ripstop
EN343 3:3 waterproof/breathable
Mesh lining
Nylon reinforcements
2 side pockets, 2 zipped back pockets
Packs away into cargo pocket
Waist elastication and zip fly
Velcro adjusted expansion at ankles

Product Code: CULT
Sizes: XS - 3XL
Colour: Fen Green

90% polyester/10% nylon
Dropliner membrane
Full zip front with waterproof zip
Polyester mesh lining
Phone pocket with waterproof zip
2 side pockets
Fixed hood

Product Code: STRJ
Sizes: XS - 3XL
Colours: Dark Green, Navy
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CULLODEN WATERPROOF JACKET
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STRUTHER SHOOTING VEST

STRUTHER FIELD TROUSER

Facilitating a wide range of movement, the Struther Smock is
suitable for a range of countryside activities. Principally designed
for hunting/shooting it is longer length, fully waterproof and
breathable, keeping you comfortable throughout the day.

In a lightweight, robust and waterproof fabric, this shooting
vest is ideal as a layering item for game shoots but also for clay
shooting and can even be handy for the dog walk with its tough
fabric, expanding pocket and polysuede reinforcements.

Fully waterproof and breathable, engineered from a tough, nylon
reinforced canvas fabric, the Struther trouser is lightweight and
yet will keep you protected when embracing the rigours of the
British countryside.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

90% polyester/10% nylon
Dropliner membrane
Polyester mesh lining
3/4 length giving enhanced coverage
Large front pocket
2 x zipped side pockets
Quarter zip closure with waterproof zip
Adjustable hood, branded lining
Semi-elasticated, adjustable cuffs

Product Code: STRU
Sizes: XS-3XL
Colour: Dark Green

90% polyester/10% nylon
Waterproof fabric
Taped seams
Two expanding pockets with brass effect poppers
Poachers pocket to the rear
Reinforced shoulder panels, left and right

Product Code: STRV
Sizes: S - 3XL
Colour: Dark Green

90% polyester/10% nylon
Lightweight mesh lining
Dropliner membrane
Waterproof and breathable
Two cargo pockets
Two rear zipped pockets
Two side entry pockets
Adjustment straps at cuffs

Product Code: STRS
Sizes: S-2XL, 30” & 33” Leg
Colour: Dark Green

KINROSS II WATERPROOF
FIELD JACKET
The Hoggs of Fife Kinross jacket has embraced some updates
in technology and has been re-invigorated, in a slightly darker
shade than previous. We strive to produce a soft, comfortable,
lightweight field jacket that gives you excellent protection from
the elements throughout the year and the Hydrostatic Head
figures of 10,000 H2O/m² are testament to that.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sueded tricot fabric
Fully waterproof, windproof & breathable
Waterproof zip
Chest pocket with vertical zip
2 x zipped side pockets
Adjustable hem

Product Code: KRJK
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Green/Brown

KINGSTON RIPSTOP GILET

STENTON FLEECE GILET

With an impressive tensile strength, the nylon ripstop used for
our Kingston Gilet is remarkably lightweight and protects the soft
polyester wadding excellently. Kingston even packs away into
its own pocket! Subtle wine highlights and lining accentuate the
luxury, yet practical feel.

The luxuriant feel of this excellent technical fleece made it
an instant best seller! Bringing the lightweight, breathable,
insulating properties needed from a midlayer, Stenton also has
the rich pile and slight sheen that exudes country style and
sophistication.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Nylon ripstop shell
Soft Polyester wadding
Nylon lining
2 zipped pockets
Stretch binding at armholes
Zipped inside pocket with storage bag
Full zip
Packaway feature
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: KRSG
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Olive/Wine

100% Polyester velour finish fleece
Faux suede reinforced binding details
Breathable, insulating
Fast drying fleece fabric
Branded Hoggs of Fife zip pulls
Two Zipped pockets
Interactive, clips into our Kincraig Jacket

Product Code: STFG
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Slate Grey, Merlot, Pine, Midnight Navy
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STRUTHER SMOCK FIELD JACKET
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BREEZER BODYWARMER

DUNVEGAN FLANNEL SHIRT

Shooting, beating, gardening or dog walking, this waxed waistcoat
is incredibly popular due to its versatility, practical features and
suitability for layering - ideal in the varied British climate!

A revitalised Hoggs of Fife Classic, this reversible body warmer
covers all the basic requirements as a robust layering gilet. In our
collection for over ten years, the Breezer hasn’t let us down… and
this upgraded version will perform even better!

The substantial cotton flannel fabric of our Dunvegan Shirt
means it can work equally well as an over shirt, with a T shirt
underneath. Exuding a rugged style, from it’s workwear heritage,
the subtle marled colour makes this a great shirt for any occasion,
work or play; town or country!

Spring / Summer Collection 2022

The perfect country mid layer. Incredibly lightweight and with
the insulating technical properties of micro-fleece, our branded
leather zip pull and a zipped chest pocket, add two excellent
details to this stylish and eminently practical 1/4 zip sweatshirt.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester microfleece 240gsm
Quarter zip styling with cadet collar
Leather zip pull, embossed logo
Tonal embroidered discreet branding
Zipped chest pocket
Tapered sleeves
Flatlock stitched hem and cuffs
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code:
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Dark Green, Navy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

420gsm Cupra medium weight waxed cotton
Corduroy collar
Quilted tartan lining with inside pocket
Two-way brass finish zip
Studded storm flap
Studded bellows pockets
Two handwarmer pockets

Product Code: AWWC
Sizes: S-2XL
Colour: Olive

•
•
•
•

Fully reversible, unisex gilet
Side1: Shower and Windproof microfibre
Side2: Anti-pill microfleece 180g polyester insulation
Reversible zip and two zipped pockets on each side

Product Code: BREE
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Loden/Coffee

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton 220gsm
Flannel weave, double brushed
Melange two colour yarn
Faux suede reinforcement patches
Two, buttoned front pockets
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: DUNV
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Loden

BALMORAL LUXURY
TATTERSALL SHIRT

KESSOCK SHORT SLEEVE
TATTERSALL SHIRT

As good as a Tattersall shirt can get in our opinion, this country
classic has an element of quality and refinement about it that
is rarely seen - in this case the use of sophisticated colour
combinations further enhances the look - great for a driven shoot
on a country estate but equally good for dressing up at a function
or dressing down at the village pub.

A short sleeved version of our excellent ‘Premier Tattersall
Shirts’, the Kessock shirt is ideal for Summer, be it work or social.
Smart, soft, classic and the 100% cotton provides comfort and
breathability in abundance!

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% superfine cotton, twill weave
Classic collar
Hoggs engraved horn effect buttons
Two button adjustable cuff
Single breast pocket
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code:
Sizes: 15”-17.5”, 18”, 19” Collar
Colours: Green/Brown, Navy/Wine

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton
Classic collar shape
Branded chest pocket
16 stitches per inch seams
Branded, horn effect buttons
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: KESS
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Brown/Blue, Green/Red, Brown/Gold
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PADDED WAXED WAISTCOAT

ISLANDER 1/4 ZIP
MICRO-FLEECE SHIRT
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STEWARTON CANVAS COAT
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Short sleeve and boasting a four colour check, our Girvan shirt is
tailored from 100% cotton slub fabric, giving a light, soft feel and
allowing free circulation of air through the weave, keeping you
cool as well as adding a subtle texture to the fabric.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton, slub woven
Button down collar
Chest patch pocket
Saltire-thistle embroidered logo
Branded horn effect buttons
Machine washable at 30°C

The Golspie Active Shirt has a built-in stretch just to add that
element of extra comfort on those long days outdoors. 98%
cotton gives that soft, natural feel, the perfect shirt for an outdoor
adventure, whether you are out on a country walk, or enjoying a
sporting day on the moors!

Constructed from our hard working cotton canvas, the Stewarton
Canvas Coat is a robust, waterproof jacket that will gradually
soften with wear, creating a fit that is unique to you. Based
on a foresters jacket from our archive, a classic jacket for the
outdoorsman.

A country classic, the diamond stitching on our Thornhill Jacket
bonds together a peached micro suede outer and a gentle
wadding to give stability to the jacket as well as excellent
insulation. The result: a robust, lightweight and stylish country
jacket!

The practicality of a gilet is synonymous with country life and no
better example than our Denholm Quilted Gilet. A peached micro
suede outer, an insulation layer and then a cosy microfleece
lining make this classic, insulating garment incredibly versatile
and easy to wear.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Code: GIRV
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Sky Blue, White/Mustard/Green, White/Navy/Red

98% cotton 2% elastane
Two chest pockets
Sunglasses loop at chest pocket
Roll tab sleeves with button
Contrast details at collar and vents
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: GOLS
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Lichen Green Check, Moor Green

100% drill cotton canvas 380gsm
Prooftex™ membrane
Faux suede collar, brass zip
2 big magnetic closure pockets
Zipped pocket and chest pocket
Internal zipped pocket
Signature check cotton lining

Product Code: STEW
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Camel

THORNHILL QUILTED COAT

100% polyester micro suede shell
50g technical polyester insulation
180g micro fleece lining
Faux suede reinforcements
Teflon coated outer
Storm flap covered zip
Two discreet pockets
Internal pocket

Product Code: THJK
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Loden

DENHOLM QUILTED GILET

100% polyester micro suede shell
50g technical polyester insulation
180g micro fleece lining
Faux suede reinforcements
Teflon coated outer
Storm flap covered zip
Two discreet pockets
Internal pocket & zipped phone pocket

Product Code: DENH
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Loden

WOODHALL FLEECE GILET
Ideal over a shirt on those typical British days, but great too
as a mid-layer that gives freedom of movement, our stylish
yet hard wearing Woodhall Gilet is tailored from an anti pill,
320gsm fleece, a slightly more dense fleece than used by many
of our competitors. Durable as well as incredibly comfortable,
the Woodhall Gilet has two zipped pockets and faux suede
reinforcements to complete that country look!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

320gsm weight 100% polyester fleece
Full zip and two zipped pockets
Faux suede binding to zip guard/pockets
Sculpted arm holes, wind resistant collar
Adjustable drawcord hem elasticated cord
Tonal embroidered logo on the back neck
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: WHGI
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Green, Navy
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GOLSPIE ACTIVE SHIRT

GIRVAN SHORT SLEEVE
CHECKED SHIRT
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Denim was first used as a shirt fabric to resist the rigours of
working outdoors on machinery… these days it has a much more
widespread appeal, few better examples than our Archerfield
Denim Shirt, which is great quality and also soft and lightweight,
ideal for an all year round wardrobe staple.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton soft denim
Button down collar
Chest pocket, scooped hem
Two stage buttoned cuffs
Single box pleat down the back
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: ARCH
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Dark Wash, Light Blue

TURNBERRY TWILL COTTON SHIRT

DUNEDIN OXFORD SHIRT

Cut to a tailored fit from a top quality 100% cotton fabric, our
Turnberry shirt has a white base and a crisp, classic grid check
giving a really sharp country look and pairing brilliantly with our
Stenton fleece.

The Hoggs of Fife Dunedin Oxford Shirt is a classic timeless
design that will become a reliable wardrobe staple - ideal for day
to day wear and can be dressed up or dressed down to suit any
occasion.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton
Classic collar
Chest patch pocket
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: TURN
Sizes: S - 3XL
Colours: White/Red/Navy, White/Navy

100% cotton Oxford weave fabric
Pearlised buttons, subtle Hoggs branding
Easy Care finished fabric
Rear central pleat tailored for ease of movement
Button down collar
Two tone Oxford fabric
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: DUNE
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Blue, Wine

LARGS COTTON POLO SHIRT

LUTHRIE PLAID SHIRT
We have two strong options of the very successful Luthrie Plaid
shirt. Delicately woven in a herringbone pattern, this unusual
and stunning checked shirt features enlarged plaid and subtle
variations of colour, offset with the horn effect buttons, button
down collar and navy internal reinforcements. Luthrie exudes
quality and style!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% cotton plaid
Herringbone weave
Chest pocket with tonal branding
Button down collar
Internal navy Oxford reinforcements
Back neck tape detailed in orange
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: LUTH
Sizes: S - 3XL
Colours: Navy Check, Blue/White

We have had three years of success in the polo shirt category,
which has enabled us to build on the great feedback; people
wanted a classic, top quality, pique polo, in strong, easy to wear
colours, immaculately finished and exuding quality. Here it is!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

220g cotton pique woven
Finely ribbed collar and armbands
Two button placket
Embroidered Hoggs of Fife logo to chest
Striped back neck tape
Subtle, taped side seam vents
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: LARG
Sizes: S - 3XL
Colours: Navy, Bordeaux, Bottle Green, Grey Marl

CRAIL JERSEY POLO SHIRT
Crafted in 100% cotton jersey fabric, our Crail polo is made in a
neutral fabric and then colour washed as a full garment, giving a
real ready to wear, lived in look to this top quality, soft polo shirt.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Superfine cotton
Self fabric collar
3-button placket
Side seam vents
Hoggs of Fife embroidered logo
Branded buttons
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: CRPO
Sizes: S - 3XL
Colours: Garnet Red, Navy
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ARCHERFIELD DENIM SHIRT
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Our Stirling V Neck Pullover is a timeless classic and an essential
part of every countryman’s wardrobe. Made from 100% cotton,
Stirling is lightweight, comfortable, easy to maintain and pairs
brilliantly with a matching Hoggs of Fife shirt.
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•
•
•
•
•

100% pure cotton
V-neck knitwear
Insulating and breathable ribbed collar, cuffs and hem
Tonal logo subtly embroidered left chest
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: STIR
Sizes: S-3XL
Colours: Burgundy, Olive, Navy Denim, Green

CAIRNIE STRETCH CORD TROUSER

BEAULY STRETCH CHINO

DINGWALL STRETCH JEAN

GREEN KING II WATERPROOF JACKET

Embrace British countryside comfort in these durable corduroy
trousers. Like Hoggs of Fife, Cords have been around for over
130 years, but the recent addition of elastane has enhanced the
comfort even further, while retailing all the traditional qualities.
Perfect for all day wear.

The Hoggs of Fife Beauly stretch cotton chino is comfortable
enough for you to wear all day in the office, out on the moor
or with a polo shirt at the social gathering - the durable, cotton
based fabric has a stretch content which can help make these
your favourite pair of trousers for every occasion!

The Hoggs of Fife brand is synonymous with great quality, hard
wearing trousers. The durable, cotton fabric of the Dingwall
Stretch Jean is engineered with 3% elastane, meaning that these
great looking jeans are exceptionally comfortable and they retain
their shape very well too.

Tougher, higher grade, more waterproof/breathable fabrics have
been brought to our best selling Green King range, as has a much
more contemporary styling and some adjustments to fit. The
result is a suit which performs better than ever on standard tests,
is incredibly versatile...and looks the part!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

98% cotton/2% elastane
320gsm 14 wale corduroy
Brass zip and two button closure
Two jetted side pockets
Two rear pockets, one buttoned
Hoggs of Fife branded internal waistband
Machine wash at 30°C

Code: CSTC
Sizes: 32”-46” Waist / 29”, 31”, 33” Leg
Colours: Racing Green, Harvest, Marine

97% cotton/3% elastane
Classic chino design
Flat front construction
2 quarter pockets
2 buttoned rear pockets
Buttoned waist with zip fly

Product Code: BECT
Sizes: 30” - 46” Waist, 29”, 31” & 33” Leg
Colours: Navy, Stone

97% cotton/3% elastane
Durable, soft stretch fabric
5 pocket jean construction
Belt loops and branded leather patch
Buttoned waist with zip fly

Product Code: DICJ
Sizes: 32” - 44” Waist, 29”, 31” & 33” Leg
Colours: Navy, Stone

100% Polyester ripstop
EN343 Rated 3:3
Longer length (36”)
Polyester mesh lining
Engineered raglan sleeve construction
Nylon oxford woven reinforcements
Zipped map pocket
2 internal security pockets

Product Code: GK2J
Sizes: XS-3XL
Colour: Green

GREEN KING II WATERPROOF
TROUSERS
The incredibly popular Green King had to have a facelift, given
the advances in technology in the last 15 years - updated fabric,
nylon reinforcements and elastic and drawcord at the waistband
make this an excellent working overtrouser.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Polyester ripstop
EN343 rated 3:3
Polyester mesh lining
Nylon Oxford woven reinforcements
Jetted entry to pockets either side
Elasticated and drawcord waistband
Gusseted zip/stud adjustment at ankle

Product Code: GK2J
Sizes: XS-2XL, 30” & 33” Leg
Colour: Green
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STIRLING LONG SLEEVE PULLOVER
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GRANITE RIP-STOP GILET

A waterproof laminate is bonded between the two layers of
robust fleece in our Granite jacket. Nylon Oxford reinforcement
panels add to the real ‘work’ feel to this rugged and handsome
jacket.

With an impressive tensile strength, the nylon ripstop used for
the Granite Gilet is remarkably lightweight and protects the soft
polyester wadding excellently. With a striking, yet discreet red
lining, Granite Gilet even boasts a zipped inside pocket!

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester bonded fleece
Waterproof lamination
Nylon Oxford reinforcements
Subtle red highlights
4 pockets

Product Code: GRFJ
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Black

100% Nylon ripstop shell
Soft Polyester wadding
Nylon lining
2 zipped pockets
Elasticated binding at arm
Zipped inside pocket
Full zip
Machine washable 30°C

Product Code: GRSG
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Black/Red

GRANITE II UTILITY UNLINED
TROUSERS

GRANITE SWEATSHIRT
The subtle marl of our strong and insulating workwear sweatshirt
adds to the practicality. Reinforced panels help the longevity as
well as the rugged look of this classic workwear item.

•
•
•
•

100% polyester
Nylon Oxford reinforced panels
Hoggs Professional patch logo
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: GRSS
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Charcoal

Contemporary, fit for purpose workwear at its best, the Hoggs
Professional Granite trousers are engineered to enable you to
move freely and to work more effectively - they look good too.
Charcoal based with black detailing and subtle red highlights on
a structured technical trouser.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

65% polyester / 35% cotton shell fabric, ripstop woven
Heavy duty, abrasion resistant Oxford weave reinforcements
DWR coated, stain and rain resistance
7 pockets in total and D ring attachment
Easy access pocket tabs
External pockets to accommodate knee pads
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: GREU
Sizes: 30”-42” Waist, 30”, 33” Leg
Colour: Charcoal/Black

CAITHNESS POLAR FLEECE
WORK SHIRT
If you work in cold weather and need a great looking, versatile,
lightweight and durable garment that will keep you warm on
those biting Winter’s days, the Hoggs Professional Caithness
Work Shirt is the ideal garment for you. With the grey/navy tartan
outer, it also looks great with our Granite and Bushwhacker
trousers as well as jeans and its smart enough for a dog walk or a
cold walk down to the pub!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

180gsm polyester anti-pill polar fleece with 100% polyester
Sherpa fleece lining
Lined sleeves
Full length front zip
Hook and loop adjustable cuffs
Longer length for warmth and comfort
2 x large breast pockets with secure velcro flaps
2 x jetted side pockets
Hem vented at both side seams for ease of movement &
wearer comfort

Product Code: CAIT
Sizes: S-3XL
Colour: Navy/Grey Check

CLYDE COMFORT DENIM JEANS
With a 2% elastane content, these strong and durable, classic
jeans have an in-built, subtle stretch element which facilitates
freedom of movement and will keep you comfortable and
protected all day long.

•
•
•
•
•
•

98% cotton denim 2% elastane
5 pocket jean construction
Reinforcement rivets
Brass effect zip fly
Saltire/thistle logo embroidery on back pocket
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: CCDJ
Sizes: 32”-48” Waist / 29”, 31”, 33” Leg
Colour: Stonewash Denim, Dark Indigo Denim
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GRANITE BONDED FLEECE JACKET
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MUSSELBURGH TWEED HACKING
JACKET
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The Hoggs of Fife Bushwhacker work trousers are renowned for
their durability and comfort. These industrial capabilities have
also made them a preferred choice for many gardeners. New fit,
stretch in the diagonal to retain shape, (thicker belt loop) D Ring
key attachment.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some sharp craftsmanship has helped us develop this delightful
fitted Hacking Jacket. With subtle brown faux suede trim details
and military style buttons, this jacket will look as elegant for the
Garden Party as it would for a canter across the moor!

•
•
•
•
•
•

60% polyester/38% cotton/2% elastane
Twill woven fabric
DWR treated
Hook/bar and button waist closure
2 x side pockets, 2 x rear pockets
Deep waistband, 7 wide belt loops
Branded shirt-grip waistband
Machine washable at 30°C

80% wool/20% acrylic
Exclusive tweed fabric - tailored to fit
Teflon coated rain/stain resistant
Tonal lining
Branded brass effect military style buttons
Faux suede trim details

Product Code: MUHJ
Sizes: 8-20
Colour: Bracken

Product Code: BWSU
Sizes: 32”-46” Waist / 29”, 31”, 33” Leg
Colours: Navy, Spruce

Ladies

ROSLIN LADIES TECHNICAL TWEED
WAISTCOAT
With its clean lines and a design that minimises bulk, our Roslin
Tweed Waistcoat is perfect as a layering item. Whether worn
over a shirt, knitwear or a fleece, or underneath your waterproof
jacket on those colder days. Either way, a practical and beautiful
garment that exudes country chic!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% lambswool, 380g tweed
Faux suede trim details
Satin lining, paisley jacquard fabric
Teflon coated ‘soft touch’ finish
Brass zip and concealed press studs
Magnetised stand up collar
Two easy access front pockets
Pocket flaps can be visible or concealed

Product Code: ROWC
Sizes: 8-20
Colour: Spring Bracken

STENTON LADIES FLEECE GILET
With a rich pile and the subtle sheen only seen on the most
premium of fleeces, our hollow fibre, Stenton has been tailored
to a Ladies fit, with clean design lines and trim details in a classy
textured faux nubuck. Works perfectly over our ladies country
shirts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester hollow fibre fleece
Faux nubuck reinforced binding
Breathable, insulating
Branded antique brass finish components
Two zipped pockets
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: STLG
Sizes: XS (8-10) – 2XL(18-20)
Colours: Slate Grey, Merlot, Midnight Navy
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BUSHWHACKER STRETCH
TROUSERS - UNLINED
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BECKY II COTTON SHIRT

BONNIE II COTTON SHIRT

The elegant cable knit detailing of our Lauder Ladies V neck
pullover helps to accentuate the fit and add a stylish look to your
outfit. Insulating, comfortable and soft, it can be teamed with
jeans and boots, worn as a standalone or as a layering item and
boasts three strong colour options.

In a softer cotton fabric and a crisp finish, Becky II sees a second
classic colour combination added to our best selling Ladies shirt adding an elegant finish to any country outfit and with subtle trim
details, sure to be a winner.

The delicate stripe and subtle floral trims of our Bonnie shirt
have been so popular that we added in a pastel blue version too.
Dressed up for a smart/casual event or dressed down with a pair
of jeans, ideal for any occasion.

With a Goodyear welted sole and a rugged leather upper, the
Selkirk Moc Toe boot has stunning stitch detailing, built around
a moccasin style toe and sat on our work boot outsole, this is a
powerful and stylish boot indeed.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

80% lambswool/20% acrylic
Rib knitted collar, cuffs and hem
Cable knitted
Set in sleeves, ladies fit
Machine wash - cold

Product Code: LAUD
Sizes: XS (8-10)-2XL (18-20)
Colours: Camel, Violet, Redwood, Cerise

100% cotton, lightly brushed
Co-ordinating trim inside collar/cuffs
Semi fitted with sculpted hem
Tonal buttons with a soft colour shade
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: BECK
Sizes: 8-20
Colours: Blue/Pink, Violet/Cerise

•
•

SELKIRK MOC WORK BOOT

100% cotton, lightly brushed
Co-ordinating trim inside collar/cuffs
Semi fitted with sculpted hem
Tonal buttons with a soft colour shade
Machine washable at 40°C

Product Code: BONN
Sizes: 8-20
Colours: Lavender Stripe, Light Blue Stripe

Leather upper
Dual density PU outsole
EVA midsole
Goodyear welted construction
Waterproof
Moisture wicking lining

Product Code: SELK
Sizes: 6-12
Colour: Brown

Footwear
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LAUDER LADIES CABLE PULLOVER
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The materials used, combined with the craftsmanship, speak
for themselves on the Perth Dealer Boot - stunning soft tanned
leather formed over a shoemakers last, then hand stitched and
Goodyear welted to the leather midsole and sturdy rubber
outsole, all contributing towards a great looking, comfortable
boot.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather
Leather lining & footbed
Hard wearing rubber outsole
Goodyear welted construction
Elasticated panels each side
Webbing pull tab

Product Code: 4217
Sizes: 7-12 (incl. ½ sizes), 13
Colour: Burnished Tan

Crafted from calf leather over a shoemaker’s last, the Muirfield
Brogue has classic punching detail, a Goodyear welted
construction and a double leather or rubber outsole that any
country gent would be proud of - a superbly premium, handmade shoe and excellent value too!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain calf leather
Leather lining and footbed
Goodyear welted
Available with leather or rubber sole
Brogue serration and punching details
Hand stitched storm welt
Available in both rubber and leather sole

Product Code: A566 (Leather Sole), A567 (Rubber Sole)
Sizes: 7-12 (incl. 1/2 sizes), 13
Colour: Burnished Tan

INVERURIE COUNTRY
BROGUE SHOES

BANFF COUNTRY DEALER BOOTS
Banff Country Dealer Boots have been a very popular addition to
our collection - Dealer (also known as Chelsea) Boots, originated
as walking boots, but the instant comfort and ease of access is of
great appeal to the Fieldsports and Farming fraternity, no surprise
then that Banff, with great quality components at a competitive
price, has been so popular.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain waxy leather upper
Storm welted construction
Breathable, cushioned, branded Insole
Medium-wide fit
Deep tread country rubber sole
Elasticated side gussets
Double pull tabs

Product Code: 4232
Sizes:40-47
Colours: Walnut, Waxy Brown

The Country classic that can embrace the High Street, our
Inverurie Brogue lace-up shoes are made from a full grain
waxy leather and have a rugged ‘commando’ style sole with
excellent traction and flexibility. Traditional leather serration and
perforations into the full grain leather complete the look.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain waxy leather upper
Storm welted construction
Breathable, cushioned, branded Insole
Deep tread commando style rubber sole
Medium-wide fit
Antiqued brass eyelets

Product Code: 4230
Sizes: 40-47
Colours: Walnut, Waxy Brown

KINTYRE RUGGED MOCCASIN
Crafted from premium leather using a stitched moccasin
technique, then set on a rugged, lugged sole, the Kintyre
Moccasin is comfortable enough to wear all day long. Ideal,
whether for a day in the field or paired with your favourite
chinos, sat outside a country pub!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather upper
Rubber outsole
Leather laces
Brass effect lace eyelets
Leather insole
Moccasin constructed upper

Product Code: A811
Sizes: 40-47
Colour: Chestnut

MULL DECK SHOE
Waxy leather/nubuck upper with stylish, hand stitched
construction making for an exceptionally comfortable and
striking deck shoe, which will look great down at the harbour or
in your local country show!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nubuck/waxy leather upper
TPR outsole
Leather laces
Metal eyelets
Moccasin style construction
Leather insole

Product Code: A818
Sizes: 40-47
Colour: Waxy Brown, Midnight Navy
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MUIRFIELD BROGUE SHOE

PERTH DEALER BOOT
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The construction of our Northumberland Yard Boot means that
it is fully waterproof up to the base of the elasticated gusset,
meaning this boot can keep you totally dry in up to 3 inches of
wet ground. Crafted from durable, water resistant leather with a
breathable, waterproof lining, the rugged outsole makes them
the ideal country boot, whether working on the farm or walking
in the park!

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Full grain water resistant waxy leather
Breathable, waterproof lining
Elasticated gusset
Rugged, country outsole
Removable anatomic insole
Branded pull tab at heel

Product Code: NORT
Sizes: 36-42
Colour: Dark Brown

LADIES JODHPUR DEALER BOOT
Clean lines and a small heel really give our Jodhpur boot a
country/equestrian feel and the robust rubber sole and strong,
full grain leather upper will make it a hard wearing, yet stylish
look befitting to the Hoggs of Fife name. Two elasticated panels
for ease of entry and a discreet pull tab too - everything you
need!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather upper
Leather lined
Country style rubber outsole
Elasticated gusset on both sides
Hoggs of Fife pull tab
Removable cushioned leather insole

Product Code: 1079
Sizes: 36-42
Colour: Brown

LADIES PADDOCK BROGUE
CHELSEA BOOT
The intricacy of brogue detailing really lift this classic Chelsea
boot and helps to show off the soft full grain leather. Simple
yet stylish, robust and yet maintaining elegance, a really tough,
practical boot that can be used for many occasions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather upper
Country style rubber outsole
Leather lined
Punched broguing detail
Elasticated gusset on both sides
Hoggs of Fife pull tab
Removable padded leather insole

Product Code: 1083
Sizes: 36-42
Colour: Brown

MUNRO CLASSIC
HIKING BOOT

MULL LADIES DECK SHOE
Luxury, nubuck leather with stylish, hand stitched construction
make for an exceptionally comfortable and striking deck shoe,
which will look great down at the harbour or at your local country
show!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nubuck leather upper
TPR outsole
Leather laces
Metal eyelets
Moccasin style construction
Leather insole

Product Code: A820
Sizes: 36-42
Colours: Midnight Navy, Merlot

The Hoggs of Fife Munro Classic Hiking Boots feature a Vibram
outsole and an Ultdry membrane as well as a fully waterproof
waxy leather, making them a superb boot for hiking in the
Cairngorms or for a short country walk with the dog.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather upper with full bellows tongue
ULTDRY™ waterproof/breathable membrane
Antiqued brass D-ring lacing system
Full mid-sole plate, giving boot rigidity when on rough terrain
Removable cushioned insole with pressure-point inserts
Superior Vibram® rubber outsole

Product Code: MUNR
Sizes: 4-13
Colour: Crazy Horse Brown

GLENCOE WATERPROOF TREK BOOT
Sturdy enough to withstand the rigours of a long day in the
Highlands, fully waterpoof/breathable and packed with technical
features, our Glencoe Boot happens to be incredibly comfortable,
as well as a great looking boot - attributes which also make it
ideal for an everyday ramble across the local fields!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain waxy leather upper
Bellows tongue, padded collar
Waterpoof/breathable membrane
EVA midsole, dual density outsole
Memory foam, removeable insole
Brass effect metal speed lacing system

Product Code: GCOE
Sizes: 36-48
Colour: Brown
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NORTHUMBERLAND II LADIES
DEALER BOOT
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The Hoggs of Fife Nevis Waterproof Hiking Boot is lightweight,
breathable, incredibly robust, flexible and with excellent traction.
It had to be good to justify its place above the Rambler Boot in
our collection - with a more technically advanced cushioning and
waterproof/breathable, Nevis will serve you well on the roughest
of hikes.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suede upper with fabric panels to minimise weight
Waterproof and breathable interlining
Technical, moisture wicking membrane
Removable cushioned insole
Low density EVA midsole
Renowned grip TPR outsole
Toe and heel scuffguards

Product Code: NEVI
Sizes: 37-48
Colours: Loden Green, Navy

CAIRN PRO WATERPROOF
HIKING SHOES

TORRIDON WATERPROOF TREK SHOE
A sturdy, waterpoof and breathable leather shoe, constructed
to give you everything you need for a walk across the moor, the
Torridon will give you more free movement around the ankle, but
still give support and protection as well as being a shoe you’ll
want to wear every day!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain waxy leather upper
Padded collar and tongue
Waterpoof/breathable membrane
EVA midsole, dual density outsole
Memory foam, removable insole
Brass effect metal lacing system

Product Code: TDON
Sizes: 36-48
Colour: Brown

The Rambler Boot has been incredibly popular for us, largely
as a dog walking boot. Customer demand has now led to the
introduction of Cairn, a below the ankle walking shoe that offers
day long comfort and durability as well as being waterproof and
great value!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Suede upper with fabric panels to minimise weight
Waterproof and breathable interlining
Technical, moisture wicking membrane
Removable cushioned insole
Countrytrek EVA Midsole
TPR outsole

Product Code: CAIR
Sizes: 37-48
Colours: Brown, Navy

RAMBLER WATERPROOF
HIKING BOOT
Being waterproof, comfortable, robust and great value for money
has helped make our Rambler Boot a staple and one of the best
selling boots of our collection - a great all rounder!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lightweight suede & mesh uppers
Fully waterproof with breathable membrane
Hydry lining for moisture wicking
Rubber cleated outsole for great grip
Cushioned insole washable at 30°C
4 X D-ring & 2 x hook lace closure

Product Code: RAMB
Sizes: 4-12
Colours: Fern Green, French Navy

Accessories
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NEVIS WATERPROOF
HIKING BOOTS
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The Perth Crushable Hat is a unisex felt hat which exudes charm
and country style - constructed from versatile, crushable felt with
a wider brim, the leather trim gives a stylish finish to a hat that
offers warmth, water resistance and comfort.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% wool, felt fabric
Genuine leather band
Antiqued metal branding badge
Water repellent felt
Crushable - reverts to shape with minimal manipulation
Broad brim construction
Unisex

Product Code: BOST
Sizes: XS-XL
Colours: Navy, Green

CALEDONIA WAXED HAT
Scottish made waxed fabric crafted into the classic country
style wide brimmed hat makes for a beautiful combination!
Hard wearing, stylish and your own piece of Scotland, the water
resistent qualities of waxed cotton are prefect for this style that
has attributes for every season!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Cotton base, waxed fabric
Halley Stevenson P270 Silkwax
Cotton twill lining
Antiqued metal branding badge
Classic country Fedora styling
Double metal ventilation eyelets
Water and thorn/abrasion resistant

Product Code: CWHT
Sizes: XS-XL
Colour: Antique Olive

STRUTHER WATERPROOF FLAT CAP

STRUTHER WATERPROOF CAP

WAXED CAPS

A great addition to our ever popular Struther range is the flat
cap. Fully waterproof, windproof and breathable, this robust and
stylish flat cap is designed to wear with our Struther men’s items,
but also a great cap in its own right.

Designed to work with all items in our Struther collection, this
adjustable cap is waterproof and breathable, keeping your head
cool and dry all day long. Tonal suede effect peak adds to the
quality look and feel of this great value item.

Crafted from 100% waxed cotton, the Waxed Cap is a favourite
of both fieldsports enthusiasts and farmers because of the
properties that waxed cotton offers - great durability, water
resistance and good looks!.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

90% polyester/10% nylon
Waterproof, windproof & breathable
Teflon coated
Stitched down peak
Deep back construction
Co-ordinates with all dark green Struther items

Product Code: STRC
Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Colour: Dark Green

90% polyester/10% nylon
Suede effect peak in tonal colour
Taped seams
Hoggs of Fife embossed logo on adjustment strap
Co-ordinates with all dark green Struther items
One size fits all

Product Code: STBB
Size: One Size
Colours: Dark Green, Navy

Waxed 100% cotton
Tartan Lining in polycotton
Water resistant and thorn/abrasion resistant
Traditionally styled with deep backs
Classic country colours

Product Code: WCAP
Sizes: S-XL
Colours: Olive, Navy, Brown

ROSLIN LADIES TWEED
BASEBALL CAP
The subtle pink and lavender highlights work perfectly on this
cute ladies sports cap and use of the two tone paisley jacquard
gives a striking design feature as well as a detail consistent with
the Roslin range. Practical as well as easy, the ideal country cap!

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% lambswool tweed, 380gsm
Faux suede peak
Six panel construction
Teflon coated ‘soft touch’ finish
Adjustable rear strap/clasp
Designed to co-ordinate with the Roslin Tweed collection

Product Code: ROBC
Size: One Size
Colour: Spring Bracken
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PERTH CRUSHABLE FELT HAT
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Primarily designed to work with the Musselburgh jackets, the
subtle colours of this tweed cap make it ideal as a cap to wear
with any country outfit - the faux leather peak gives it a classy
edge too.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

80% wool, 20% acrylic
Exclusive tweed fabric
Six panel construction
Faux leather contrast peak
Teflon coated rain/stain resistant
Adjustable faux suede strap to rear

Product Code: MUBB
Size: One Size
Colour: Bracken

FIELD PRO COUNTRY SOCK (3PPK)

FIELD PRO THERMAL SOCK (2PPK)

All the natural coolness and comfort of a cotton sock, overlaid
with the technical advantages brought by the integrated elastane
and technical fibres - then arch and ankle support bands giving a
level of fit and comfort that helps set the Field Pro Country Sock
apart!

Natural wool for comfort and breathability, fused with technical
fibres and elastane to give support and shape, make the Field Pro
Thermal Sock ideal for long days out in the field - and the twin
pack is perfect to keep you going through two days of adventure
- also an ideal gift!

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

COOLMAX FIELD AND
OUTDOOR SOCK (TWIN PACK)
Striking an excellent balance between Coolmax, specifically
developed for performance socks and our favourite, natural
cotton, the Field and Outdoor sock has elacticated support at the
ankle, reinforced sections and gives incredible comfort, all day
long.

•
•
•
•
•
•

45% cotton, 35% Coolmax polyester, 18% nylon, 2% elastane
Elasticated ankle and arch support
Smooth toe seams
Reinforced heel and toe areas
Sold in twin packs
Two strong colour combinations

Product Code: FOCS
Sizes: 4-6 ½, 7-10, 10½-13
Colours: Burgundy/Grey, Green/Navy

76% Cotton, 18% Polyester, 4% Nylon, 2% Elastane
Reversed welt for comfort
Loop terry, cushion knitted
Arch support band
Ankle support band to keep sock in place
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: FPCS
Sizes: One Size (7-12)
Colours: Olive, Oatmeal, Brown

39% Wool, 39% Acrylic, 18% Polyester, 2% Nylon, 2% Elastane
Reversed welt for comfort
Wool blend loop terry cushion knitted
Defined heel and toe to minimise movement
Reinforced terry loops giving longevity
Machine washable at 30°C

Product Code: FPTS
Size: One Size (7-12)
Colours: Olive, Oatmeal

FIELD & TREK BOOT BAG

FIELD & TREK BACKPACK
Whether out on the moors in all weathers, or simply as that
versatile carry-all that works for the office or the gym, this
backpack covers all the basics and has a simple design that
exudes comfort and practicality.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% nylon oxford shell
Polyurethane lamination
Two padded shoulder straps
Side pockets plus bottle pouch
Zipped security pocket concealed in back panel
Internal laptop sleeve
Machine washable on ‘cold’

Product Code: CBPK
Size: One Size
Colour: Green/Black

Help keep your car tidy and mud free with this simple and
stylish Boot Bag. With a ‘hook and eye’ closing side pocket and
an adjustable strap this bag offers those extra details that make
the difference. In a durable, green nylon Oxford fabric, it does
everything you need, from a boot bag!

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% nylon Oxford shell
Polyurethane lamination
Full length front zip
Mesh panel ventilation
Adjustable shoulder strap
Machine washable on ‘cold’

Product Code: BBAG
Size: One Size
Colour: Green/Black
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MUSSELBURGH TWEED
BASEBALL CAP
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MIDGEMASTER HEADCOVER

A slightly slimmer and more formal version of our best selling
‘Luxury Leather Belt’, the tapered edge and slimmer, more
discreet buckle makes our Feather Edge Belt ideal for the Hoggs
of Fife Moleskin trousers, Chinos and cords, giving that smart
casual look, be it daytime or evening.

The Highlands are infamous for their midgies and on those
Summer days before and after the sun is up, we’ve little option,
but to protect ourselves as best we can. The Midgemaster
Headcover is perfect for keeping you comfortable, when the
midgies invade!

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% leather belt
Polished metal details
Single pin buckle
Tapered edge finish
35mm wide
5 size options

Product Code: BTFE
Sizes: S (32-34), M (36-38), L (40-42), XL (44-46), XXL (50-52)
Colour: Black, Dark Brown, Tan

100% polyester
620 holes per square inch
Excellent visibility
Easy to use
Neat storage bag
Drawcord adjustable
One size fits all
*Cap not included

Product Code: MMHD
Size: One Size
Colour: Sage

MIDGEMASTER JACKET
The Highlands are infamous for their midgies and on those
Summer days before and after the sun is up, we’ve little option
to protect ourselves as best we can! The Midgemaster Jacket is
perfect for keeping you comfortable, when the midgies invade!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% polyester
620 holes per square inch
Excellent visibility
Elasticated cuffs
Zipped head cover
Adjustable hem
Neat storage pocket
One size fits all

Product Code: MMJK
Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Colour: Sage
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FEATHER EDGE LEATHER 35MM BELT
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Hoggs of Fife Limited
Cupar
Fife
KY15 4RB
Phone: 01334 653733
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